
 

Themes Action By when? Progress 9th February 2021 Progress 24th February 2021 Progress 24th March 2021 Progress 28th April 2021 Progress 26th May 2021 Progress 23rd June 2021 Progress 28 July 2021 Progress 25 August 2021

Overarching 1.      The Staffordshire Climate Change Adaptation & Mitigation Report has 

been finalised and key policy recommendations will inform policies in the 

Local Plan to ensure that new development will seek to mitigate the 

impact on climate change.

At the adoption of the 

Local Plan

2.      The following policy principles are likely to be taken forward in the 

emerging Local Plan:- 

·        Presumption in favour of wind energy development on unconstrained 

areas (which will be identified on the Policies Map), subject to specific 

criteria on design, siting, amenity impact etc. 

·        Electric vehicle charging points should be included in all developments' 

parking proposals. Where use of existing parking facilities are being 

utilised, contributions towards electric vehicle infrastructure is likely to be 

required;

·        Requirement that all development should be adaptable to climate 

change and help reduce carbon emissions by including, wherever 

appropriate, decentralised and renewable and low carbon sources.

·        Requirement on proposals for major developments to submit a 

sustainability statement demonstrating consideration of energy efficiency 

measures and low carbon technologies;

·        Requirement for all development and energy proposals that would 

generate significant surplus or waste heat should take all practicable 

measures to utilise that heat to meet local energy needs;

·        Requirement to connect into the heat network or be designed to do so 

where this is planned or exists, unless it can be demonstrated that there 

are more effective alternatives for minimising carbon emissions or such 

connection is impracticable;

·        The Report also recommends consideration of a carbon offset fund. 

Should the Council choose to adopt this, the level of charge set would need 

to be tested in a Viability Report and additional resources may be required 

to manage this fund.

3.      To engage with Keele University (possible Staffordshire University) to 

explore what they are doing in relation to reducing carbon / becoming 

carbon neutral and to examine if the Council can learn anything from the 

work being undertaken.

2021/2022 Contact to be made with Keele University. Workshops have been organised 

for February 2021. Officers from NBC will be in attendance. 

Keele are providing a series of workshops which the Council is participating 

in.

Collaboration across County resources and a series of recommendations to 

be produced as an output by September 2021

A tender document has been prepared for the appointment of a Master 

Plan Consultant.  This has been sent to Phil Butters at Keele for comments 

and a response is awaited.

Ongoing Ongoing Ongoing - Simon (M) is progressing this. Ongoing - Simon (M) is progressing this. Ongoing - Simon (M) is progressing this.

4.      To explore if there is any national best practice examples and/or 

guidance to support the delivery of such work.

2021/2022 Link into No. 3 Abid to speak to Sarah Wilkes to see if there is enough money in the budget 

to engage a consultant to deliver this work.

Simon (M) to brief Sarah on progress to date .Simon (M) to brief Sarah on progress to date Simon (M) to brief Sarah on progress to date. Simon (M) to brief Sarah on progress to date. Simon (M) to brief Sarah on progress to date.

5.      The Council has modified its Invitation to Tender (Open Procedure) Part 

2 Questionnaire to include the questions linked to provider’s carbon 

reduction plan and officers will monitor and report on responses received 

as part of any future procurements.

2020 Achieved

Reduce our reliance 

on Fossil Fuels

6.      An Outline Business Case is to be submitted to DEFRA, which will 

include a package of measures to be implemented with respect to Air 

Quality.

2020

7.      DEFRA funding will be required to implement and monitor required 

measures. Measures likely to be implemented are anticipated to be taken 

forward by Staffordshire County Council and Stoke on Trent City Council as 

the Highways Authorities with input from Borough Council.

End of 2022

8.      A ‘pilot’ of a Government funded E-Scooters scheme in collaboration 

with Staffordshire County Council has commenced for a period of 12 

months within the Town Centre. 

2020/2021 The Pilot scheme was launched in 09/2020 albeit use of E-Scooters during 

lockdown and poor weather has reduced. Continue to monitor and feedback 

on use.

Ongoing

9.      To explore the option of expanding the use of E-scooters for local 

employees to use on distribution centres. 

2021 Staffs CC to extend the phasing programme across Newcastle and continue 

the roll-out trial.

This is ongoing and working very well.  An option to rent the E-scooters is 

also being looked into.

Simon has a meeting on Friday 30.04.21 and will provide an update at the 

next meeting.

Simon had a meeting on Friday 30.04.21 and will provide an update at the 

next meeting.

An analysis of the trial has been prepared which shows very good usage of 

the scheme.   Currently looking into expanding the trial by at least 6 

months.

Ongoing. Ongoing.

10.   Staffordshire County Council’s Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure 

Plan (LCWIP) 2020-2030 establishes a programme of improvements for 

pedestrians and cyclists to include better access and improved cycle 

routes for the residents of the Borough. 

2020-2030 The plan has identified five projects for Newcastle under Lyme:-

1. A52 Brunswick St and George St, Newcastle; Light segregation to protect 

cycle lanes and parallel crossing for access to the two-way cycle track and 

links to existing signed routes. 

2. Knutton Rd, Pool Dam, Keele Rd and Greenway, Newcastle Orme Road; 

quiet parallel route, cycle crossing Pool Dam and Blackfriars Road to serve 

Greenway, parallel zebra crossing on Keele Road in vicinity of Orme Rd, 

track resurfacing north west of Orme Road.

3. Church Street and Merrial Street, Newcastle; There are no pedestrian 

crossing points or dropped kerbs along Merrial St apart from at the junction 

with High St. Proposed crossing at northern end of Merrial Street 

4. Ryecroft, Newcastle; Side road crossings not in line with desire line. 

Replace current two-stage crossing with single stage parallel ped and cycle 

signalised crossings. Improve and widen shared footway/cycle tracks to 

link to adjacent streets.

5. Barracks Road, Newcastle; Links are unpleasant due to lack of active 

frontage and proximity of traffic. Subways at regular intervals (each major 

junction) but not pleasant. Improve subway entrances from footways by 

widening, guardrail removal, planting etc. Dropped kerbs/tactile paving or 

entry treatments to reduce crossing distance at side roads. Hassell St 

crossing needs to be a single stage toucan to accommodate cycle traffic - 

Jeanette to ask Kim to speak to Staffs CC for an update on this. Jeanette to chase up Kim for a response.

Staffs CC are delivering the Active travel Fund Scheme in 2021/22.  They 

consulted on the scheme earlier this year and it received support from 

stakeholders and public.  There were 262 responses to the Newcastle 

scheme and 62% strongly or somewhat agreed with the scheme. Elements 

of the scheme were supported as follows:

Two-way direction cycle lane on George Street to Hassell Street -  73%

Footway / cycleway in grass opposite John Street - 67%

Resurface footways - 90%

Relocate loading bay from George Street to Albert Street - 50%

Remove short stretch of car parking - 53%

Provide secure cycle parking in town centre - 81%

Slow down traffic to 20mph - 62%

This is the only scheme that Staffs CC have funding for at the moment.  The 

schemes for Knutton, Pool Dam and Keele Road will rely on Town Deal 

funding.

To be monitored. To be monitored. To be monitored.

11.   Newcastle under Lyme Borough Council, as an employer, has for a 

number of years, implemented agile working, to reduce Co2 from employee 

commuting. It has adopted a Green Travel Plan, encouraging Car Sharing, 

Cycle Loans, and Annual Bus Travel Card for its employees. 

Ongoing Green Travel Plan live, encouraging Car Sharing, Cycle Loans, and Annual Bus 

Travel Card for its employees.

Abid to speak to Darren and Ruth Copley-Jones in HR. This is currently being progressed with HR.  Darren to chase up with Ruth 

Copley-Jones.

Darren to provide an update for the next meeting. Darren confirmed that HR coordinate the various schemes. Jeanette to ask Ruth Copley-Jones in HR for an update. Update from HR 02.07.21:

Car sharing isn’t being encouraged at the moment and Cycle loans have 

changed but we are using VIVUP bike shop which is in line with government 

salary sacrifice rules. We are looking into electric cars through VIVUP but 

haven’t had chance to chase this up as yet with all the other work going on.

The numbers over the last 15 months are as follows:  

     Bus Passes (issued via Customer services) 

     2020-21                              1

     2021-22 to date                0

     Cycle loans (salary sacrifice) – using VIVUP 

     2020-21                             20

     2021-22 to date                 5

     Pre salary sacrifice annual take up was 6/7pa)

Update from HR 02.07.21:

Car sharing isn’t being encouraged at the moment and Cycle loans have changed but we are using VIVUP bike shop which is in line with 

government salary sacrifice rules. We are looking into electric cars through VIVUP but haven’t had chance to chase this up as yet with all the 

other work going on.

The numbers over the last 15 months are as follows:  

     Bus Passes (issued via Customer services) 

     2020-21                              1

     2021-22 to date                0

     Cycle loans (salary sacrifice) – using VIVUP 

     2020-21                             20

     2021-22 to date                 5

     Pre salary sacrifice annual take up was 6/7pa)

12.   A consortium bid, funded by Low Emission Taxi Infrastructure Scheme, 

has approved eight rapid electric vehicle charging points to be installed 

within the Borough.

2021 Eight rapid electric vehicle charging points to be installed in the Borough. DW 

(& a rep from FM) attended a meeting (Dec 2020) with colleagues from Stoke-

on-Trent City Council on preliminary discussions on Taxi EV Charging Pts 

around the Town and Borough (and also pan County). DW to update on 

progress at the next CCWG.

Gordon to chase Darren for an update. Three sites in Newcastle Town Centre (King Street, Goose Street and 

Silverdale Road) have been identified and one site in Kidsgrove (King 

Street).  Darren has a meeting next week to progress and will report back to 

the next meeting.

Darren attended a meeting and will provide an update for the next 

meeting.

Darren to provide an update for the next meeting. Darren to speak to Simon (M) about this and then provide an update at the 

next meeting.

Darren to provide an update at the next meeting. Darren to provide an update at the next meeting.

13.   Staffordshire County Council have developed an EV strategy for the 

County. The Council will use this as a basis for its borough wide strategy.

To investigate the installation of electrical vehicle charging points in car 

parks managed by the Borough for customer usage.

2021

2022

EV strategy to be reviewed and borough wide strategy to be developed.

FM to investigate the installation of electrical vehicle charging points in car 

parks managed by the Borough

Gordon to get an update from Darren on when this will be reviewed and 

developed for NuLBC.

Neil Guest has identified sites and Simon (S) will speak to Neil to prepare a 

Business Case.

Simon (S) will be speaking to Neil to prepare a Business Case.

Update from Gordon 16.04.21:

Gordon has written to both Darren  and Neil  about potential up-coming 

sites for extra Electric Vehicle (EV) provision in Newcastle Town Centre, 

especially related to the redevelopment of Ryecroft.

Simon (S) to chase up with Neil Guest regarding preparing the Business 

Case.

Darren has emailed Staffs CC as they were looking to co-ordinate 

something for County and Districts.  Government announcements have 

moved on significantly since we originally discussed matters with them and 

so far Staffs CC have not responded.

Midlands Energy Hub, Serena Bacuzzi, would be a good starting point if NBC 

were going to do it themselves.

A meeting was held on 22 June 2021 and Darren will get an update for the 

next meeting.

Darren to provide an update at the next meeting. Darren to provide an update at the next meeting.

14.   The requirements for taxi vehicles to be electric or of a maximum age 

were rejected by Committee, as part of the last Taxi / Private Hire Vehicle 

policy update. Therefore older vehicles continue to be utilised and will 

continue to be licensed for as long roadworthy and meet license standards 

in force at time.

To assess whether the Taxi and PHV is to be affected by the current / future 

clean air work, will be subject to Ministerial Approval of measures to 

improve Air Quality.

2019 Older taxi vehicles to be licensed only if roadworthy and meet licence 

standards in force at the time, borough council to monitor

Darren to give an update at the next meeting.

15.   To consider future amendments of policy and further consultation and 

adoption to the Taxi / PHV policy

2025 Consider future amendments of policy and further consultation. To be monitored. To be monitored. To be monitored. To be monitored. To be monitored. To be monitored. To be monitored.

16.   To assess the suitability and applicability of  financial support 

schemes from the Office of Low Emissions Vehicles grants for new vehicles / 

grant for second hand (loan schemes to support purchase of New and Used 

vehicles) 

2025 Assess the suitability and applicability of financial support schemes. Darren to give an update at the next meeting. To be monitored. To be monitored. To be monitored. To be monitored. To be monitored. Update from Gordon 20.08.21:

Gordon has put Atmos-Clear in touch with Steve Gee ref our vehicle fleet. Atmos have been able to install kits into cabins of fleet vehicles and to 

exhaust systems of existing diesel-petrol fleet vehicles to reduce carbon emissions, without the need, just yet, to replace an entire fleet of 

vehicles to electric. [done for London Transport with their buses and have saved £9m in operating costs of TfL, as less servicing of buses is 

needed] [they say the same principles ref “stop” “start” engines and traction  on refuse collection vehicles and retro-fitting our existing diesel 

fleet could lessen the extent of transmission and engine maintenance on our rcv fleet in particular and hence saving the Council money and 

carbon emissions].

To be monitored.

17.   To assess schemes established by Local Authorities such as 

Birmingham / Coventry / Nottingham with respect to electrical vehicles and 

its associated infrastructure improvement and to incorporate learning for 

the Council.

2025 Assess schemes established by Local Authorities with respect to electrical 

vehicles and its associated infrastructure improvement.

Darren to give an update at the next meeting. To be monitored. To be monitored. To be monitored. To be monitored. To be monitored. To be monitored.

Reduce Emissions 18.   As part of the new recycling service, the Council has invested in 

Routesmart, allowing route optimisation with the new waste service.  It is 

envisaged that once the new service has been embedded and routes 

optimised; fuel and emissions reduction will materialise. 

Ongoing Service continues to be embedded and routes optimised, next stage will be 

to assess if fuel and emissions reduction will materialise – check with SG/AB.

Roger to speak to Steve Gee Roger to chase up with Steve Gee

Update from Roger 16.04.21:

(this needs to go to Julie moving forward)

Refuse will review routes via Routesmart, on an annual basis.  The aim is to 

achieve efficient routes.  By default this should lead to reductions in 

mileage covered and therefore a reduction in emissions.

However as a caveat,  the Borough will grow which may lead to additional 

mileage due to extra collections.

Roger to ask Steve Gee and Julie Copestake if there is any information from 

the old service that can be used as a comparison with the new service.

Litres of fuel used and the affects of Routesmart are difficult to compare as 

there have been many changing factors over the past two years.  Moves 

away from weekly kerb side sort, introduction of  separate food waste 

service, recycling collected weekly on RCV's during early periods of Covid, 

the introduction of bi-weekly twin- stream recycling, a fall in trade waste 

volumes.   The attached table indicates a drop in total fuel used in 2021 

versus 2019 & 2020 and it seems fair to say that Routesmart has been a 

contributory factors to this reduction.

19.   To continue to provide driver CPC training and offer ECO driving aimed 

at Driver behaviour and well-being. 

Ongoing CPC training ongoing??? ECO driving??? Check with AB/SG Roger to speak to Steve Gee Roger to chase up with Steve Gee

Update from Roger 16.04.21:

Driver CPC was delayed due to Covid.  Catch up courses will run throughout 

the year.  The course will be based around well-being.

Further courses (late 21/early 22) will have a section on ‘environmental 

driving;.  This is not to be confused with ECO driving training courses, this 

usually involves time in a vehicle and would require separate funding, 

however the Council may wish to consider it.

Roger to ask Steve Gee for dates of when the training will  be undertaken. Driver CPC was delayed due to Covid.  Two catch up courses will run 

November 2021 to February 2022 to suit staff availability from Operational 

Departments.  One course will be based around well-being.

The second course will have a section on ‘environmental driving;.  This is 

not to be confused with ECO driving training courses, this usually involves 

time in a vehicle and would require separate funding, however the Council 

may wish to consider it.

20.   The current lease vehicles, which use diesel fuel, used by the Council 

Dog Warden & Pest Control Services will be replaced with 3 x Nissan E-

NV200 Acenta Vans (electric vehicles).

The Borough Council has installed four electrical vehicle charging outlets 

for its fleet vehicles at its Central Depot.

2020

2020

Vehicles ordered, delivered and are being adapted for service use, delivery 

expected in 2 weeks.

Electrical vehicle charging outlets available for use.

Vehicles have been delivered and are being adapted for service use, there 

has been a delay in undertaking this work for a number of reasons, however 

completion is now expected by mid-March.

Simon (S) has spoken to Steve Gee and the electric vehicles should  be 

ready by mid-March 2021.

Gordon to look into pay at pump options for staff to use electric charging 

pumps if they have an electric vehicle.

Simon (S) has spoken to Steve Gee and the electric vehicles are currently 

being fitted out and should be ready by the end of March beginning of April 

2021.

Update from Roger 16.04.21:

These are in build, delivery of two are expected on Monday 19th and the 

third one on Friday 23rd April.

Gordon and Darren are currently looking into a pay at pump option for staff.

The 3 vehicles have been kitted out and are being collected on 29 April 

2021.  

Monitoring of the new vehicles will be undertaken.

The 4 charging points are now fully installed at the Depot. 

Gordon has sent some information to Georgie Evans and Simon (M) will 

speak to Georgie to see how the staff option is progressing. 

Two vehicles now operational.  Third vehicle should be live by w/e 

28.05.21.                                                                                                     A review of the Capital 

Fleet Replacement Program is to be  undertaken.  This will look at the 10 

year replacement program and the affects of changing the plan to consider 

alternative (ECO) vehicle technologies from both a sustainability and 

financial perspective.  Where possible the Council should consider 

introducing more 'Eco- friendly' vehicles.

Simon (S) has spoken to one of the drivers who is impressed with the 

vehicles, getting 130 miles per charge and charges every 2 to 3 days. 

Gordon Visited the Depot on 12 August 2021.

Depot EV Chargers points state: “H&B Electrical

Max 3.6Kw (16 Amps)

1 token per 4 hours charge. Can accommodate extra tokens to max 8 hours 

of charge”

[There are 4 such charger nozzles/connectors at the Depot, meaning 4 

vehicles can be simultaneously charged at the same time, electrical load 

permitting].

21.   The Council has installed Wi Beees Data Loggers in six of its buildings. 2020 Completed

22.   Based on the data captured by Wi Beees Data Loggers, the Council will 

seek to effect behaviour changes and optimise energy usage.

2023 Monitoring is about to be completed and a report will be done.  Gordon to 

report back to next meeting.

  Gordon is awaiting the outcome of the report and will report back to the 

next meeting.

Update from Gordon 25.04.21/27.04.21:

Lyndon Heath and myself have had the Wi-Beee online platform training on 

23 April. The next step is for Lyndon to check the Wi-Beee types in each of 

our 6 monitoring sites/buildings and we can re-name the locations so that 

they are locations/Distribution Boards/Mains Panels that Lyndon is 

familiar with as locality and name [Lyndon will be looking at these next 

week at each of the 6 locations]. Lyndon also has access to the Wi-Beee 

online platform on his mobile iPad and much of the features work just as 

well on his iPad as they do on any laptop/desktop.

Wi Beees recommend that action should be taken on powerfactor 

correction for J2 and the Crem and voltage optimisation considered for J2.  

Gordon will prepare a Business Case.

Gordon has received a price from Netcontrol to undertake a day long 

review of the J2 and Crem facilities, in order to prepare a Report and 

Business Case for investing in appropriate Voltage Optimisation and (if 

applicable) Power Factor Correction for these 2 Council facilities.

Gordon to obtain a second quote from ABB for comparison before placing 

an order with the winning company for this work.

Gordon  has received a quote for approx. £600 to undertake detailed 

review surveys at each site, for their suitability to take Voltage 

Optimisation or Power Factor Correction. The Group approved the quote 

and Gordon will contact the company and arrange for the surveys to be 

undertaken.

Gordon to provide an update at the next meeting.

Gordon to provide an update at the next meeting. Update from Gordon 20.08.21:

Wi Beees – utilising data/surveys for further actions – J2 results to be progressed next week by Netcontrol based on their detailed survey of J2 and 

Crem.  The Crem will follow on from J2.

23.   To begin the installation of a new Building Energy Management System 

at our Main Leisure Centre Jubilee 2

2021 Order placed. ICT interface getting resolved by NULBC ICT and Trend IQ 

Synapsis

This will be resolved by the end of March 2021. Gordon to get an update from Brian Meredith and report back to the next 

meeting.

Update from Gordon 14.04.21:

All settings have been put back to normal facility operational mode 

(including CHP) now the facility has re-opened (gym/pools wise in 

particular). We have the Trend IQ done, for data monitoring. We just need 

to know any changes to any revised Leisure activities programmings, 

including when Bespoke will complete the Health Suite refurb [they won 

the Tender for that works].

To be monitored on a quarterly basis. To be monitored on a quarterly basis. This has now been installed and Gordon to provide  an update at the next 

meeting.

This will then be monitored on a quarterly basis.

To be monitored. To be monitored.

24.   To utilise data of energy usage in Council Buildings to procure new “e-

telligent” packages of building management systems.

2020/2021 Installed and monitoring taking place. Possible excess charges for high data 

readings that exceed 4g Wi Beees data signal allowances. Training on Wi 

Beees carbon counting cloud platform to take place in Feb-Mar 2021 

(depending on Covid Lockdown) with Netcontrol

Ongoing - Gordon to report back to next meeting Gordon is expecting a report from Netcontrol within the next 2 weeks and 

will report back to the next meeting.

Lyndon Heath and Gordon will undertake the training and then they can 

train others.

A Community Renewal Fund (CRF) Bid is to be prepared and submitted. Lyndon Heath and Gordon have had the Wi Beees training and have their 

logins for monitoring the 6 sites (Depot, Lancaster Bldgs, KTH, Crem, J2). 

Netcontrol are re-checking the sites to make sure we can particularly make 

inroads on power factor corrections and similar for Crem and J2.

Gordon to provide  an update at the next meeting. Gordon to provide  an update at the next meeting. Update from Gordon 20.08.21:

Building Management Systems/Building Engineering Management Systems – Medium Term Financial Strategy input (£200k-£300k costs) given to 

Craig Turner for key Council sites all to be upgraded [based on the £12k cost to upgrade J2 with Trend IQ] with better technology BMS/BEMS and 

Modbus etc. sensors. Mtg held with Trend/Honeywell on 20 Aug – ref smarter/e-telligent systems and relative to One Council working 

smarter/Dashboard approach to assets management [and in relation to J2]. Further Mtg to be held with Trend in September inc. ref their smart 

small and medium buildings administrator platforms [samba]. ICT [Mark Bradshaw] aware of where FM-Eng-Property need to head with smarter/e-

telligent estates and assets and maintenance management in conjunction with NULBC front-end dashboard staff.

Alternate approaches can be offered in terms of further potential costs savings to help integrate smarter/e-telligent systems – including saving 

money via use of adapted existing technologies. E.g. Atmos-Clear install of 30 units in NULBC desktop tables areas of Castle House will help 

reduce dust etc extractions into AHU system at Castle House, hence reducing carbon emissions and running costs of M&E plant at Castle House.

Discussions held with Stoke CC ref e-telligent buildings packages and the role they could help us play ref such systems and more integration of 

better utilising our common contractors (e.g they use Security Services for alarms systems, we use Security Services for alarms systems).

With BMS/BEMS and e-telligent/smarter buildings –all has been stressed that it has to be on basis of a Low Carbon agenda and aiming to lower 

Carbon emissions.

Update from Gordon 23.08.21:

Gordon and Brian have looked at Leisure-Energy website and are trying to get some inputs on low carbon studies from Sport England.

There will be a need to think about the brief[s] and expectations.  For FM-Eng-Property, our chief initial aim is to ensure we have the right smarter 

buildings/e-telligent buildings input in place – which we have part achieved to date by upgrading the BMS/BEMS system at J2, by undertaking the 

detailed survey ref power factor correction and voltage optimisation and by having a discussion on e-telligent systems with Aaron Kelter of Trend. 

We feel with duct cleans and AHU belts replacements as well as the Bacticell filters, we have also done lots of background work, but we will soon 

need to move onto the “big hits” like thinking of the north facing [Brunswick St façade] large extents of glazing, the pool hall barrel rooflights/roof 

insulation general and certain M&E plant/pool blanket.  We will use all findings to date to help hone a brief

25.   To appoint an energy specialist in- house or to engage an external 

specialist Consultant with the remit of reducing carbon emissions across 

the Council’s portfolio.

2021 feedback from the Carbon Trust. 

Agreed to obtain copies of JD & PS for the previous Climate Change / Carbon 

Reduction Officer employed by the Council.

Decision to be made to appoint an energy specialist in-house or to engage 

Simon (M) to obtain a Job Description for the Climate Change Officer Post. Simon (M) to obtain a Job Description for the Climate Change Officer Post. Simon (M) to obtain a Job Description for the Climate Change Officer Post. Simon (M) to obtain a Job Description for the Climate Change Officer Post. Simon (M) to obtain a Job Description for the Climate Change Officer Post. Simon (M) to obtain a Job Description for the Climate Change Officer Post. Simon (M) to obtain a Job Description for the Climate Change Officer Post.

26.   To Council has appointed external consultants to assess the feasibility 

of deploying low carbon technologies, across the Councils landholdings and 

buildings.

2021 Initial review and initial findings meeting took place 28.01.2021. Further 

prioritisations conclusions asked of Wardell Armstrong. NULBC have 

supplied gas data on cubic metres used basis – as difficult to obtain HH data 

for gas (have to use various Gov conversion factors)

Meeting with Wardell Armstrong has been set up for 3 March 2021 to 

review the report.

Report has been received from Wardell Armstrong and went to EMT and 

Informal Cabinet, Members preferred the Solar Panels option and Simon(M) 

will see if they want a Business Case preparing.

A Business Case is to be prepared. A Business Case is to be prepared. Simon (M) to speak to Sarah Wilkes and Stephen Heppell in the preparation 

of a Business Case.

Simon (M) to speak to Sarah Wilkes and Stephen Heppell in the preparation 

of a Business Case.

Simon (M) to speak to Sarah Wilkes and Stephen Heppell in the preparation of a Business Case.

27.   The Council has begun working collaboratively with Keele University to 

explore new energy efficient schemes, district network heating. 

2020 Simon (M) is talking to Keele with a 3rd party energy provider for the 

sustainability of the former Golf Course.

Simon (M) is talking to Keele with a 3rd party energy provider for the 

sustainability of the former Golf Course.

Discussions are taking place with Keele and ENGIE regarding sustainable 

energy.

Discussions are taking place with Keele and ENGIE regarding sustainable 

energy.

Ongoing. Ongoing. Ongoing.

28.   The Council has made preliminary assessment of the type of street 

lighting for which the Council is responsible for, 382 lights of which only 4 

are currently LED.

To develop a proposal/business case to install LED to Council’s owned 

street lighting.

2020

2021/2022

Assessment Complete.

Business Case to be drafted in support of a phased move to LED for the 

Councils 378 street lights.

Gordon to chase up Neil Guest regarding the Project Plan and an Action 

Plan is  to be produced by 31 March 2021.

Gordon to chase up Neil.

Gordon has spoken to Neil with some suggestions and is currently awaiting 

a response.  Gordon to chase up Neil.

Update from Gordon 14.04.21/16.04.21:

Gordon has reminded Neil about street lighting, including Midway car park 

(via E-on or Amey/Staffs CC)  to upgrade such to LED. Eenergyplc.com have 

also been contacted regarding their e-Light finance-install-maintain 

programme.  We are still not against a JV with SCC/Amey Street Lighting and 

piggy-backing on their programme of converting all their Street Lighting to 

LED.

Update from Gordon 25.04.21:

Gordon and Abid have  discussed this and Abid has agreed to contact 

someone at E-on, to see whether they will do  a finance-maintain-re-lamp 

option and if they could do us the costs savings calculations for converting 

our 380 or so street lamps to LED.

Neil is not having any joy with the tie up with SCC-Amey under their streets 

re-lamp programme. Gordon has contacted eenergyplc.com under their 

finance-maintain-costs savings share “ELight” programme, but would 

prefer to use E-on (our current street lighting party) if they are willing to 

play ball. It will be simpler from a Contracts Register perspective to carry 

on using the same provider [E-on, Nottingham].

CRF funding will be sought to upgrade street lights to LED. Awaiting outcome of Community Renewal Fund (CRF) Bid which should be 

end July/August 2021.

Three Bids have been submitted to Staffs CC:

1)  Feasible Solar Farm

2)  LED Lighting Programme

3)  Gas Boiler Replacement

Simon (M) is currently awaiting feedback from Staffs CC to see which one of 

the bids they have submitted to Government.

Three Bids have been submitted to Staffs CC:

1)  Feasible Solar Farm

2)  LED Lighting Programme

3)  Gas Boiler Replacement

Simon (M) is currently awaiting feedback from Staffs CC to see which one of 

the bids they have submitted to Government.

Three Bids have been submitted to Staffs CC:

1)  Feasible Solar Farm

2)  LED Lighting Programme

3)  Gas Boiler Replacement

Simon (M) is currently awaiting feedback from Staffs CC to see which one of the bids they have submitted to Government.

29.   To develop a Capital Assets Strategy, which establishes the building 

maintenance and capital spend for Council Assets, which is consistent with 

the Carbon Reduction Agenda. 

2021 Targets are needing setting both for Corporate, Ancillary and Commercial 

(Landlord Common Areas in particular) Properties, depending on AMP 

decisions, Regeneration decisions and priority capital schemes in Capital 

Programme. It is believed the Capital Programme was initially sanctioned 4 

Feb 2021 at Cabinet. Boilers’ replacement programme remains a key 

objective – so utilise data from Carbon Counts (wi Beees) for the key sites to 

see what we do with boilers at such locations to get us off using Fossil Fuels 

at such locations asap. A strategy is evolving for Renewables (Wind) and 

Solar in particular, but not for District Heat Networks or for Heat Pumps or 

boreholes, etc as yet. Meeting required with Wardell Armstrong and any 

appointed Consultant and Carbon Trust to set actual Targets during Mar-April 

2021.

Meeting with Wardell Armstrong has been set up for 3 March 2021 to 

review the report.

Minimise Waste, 

Recycle More

30.   To review what neighbouring authorities are delivering as part of their 

carbon reduction/carbon neutrality programme, examine if there might be 

benefits from a combined public sector L.A. approach;

2021/2022 Explore opportunities in working collaboratively with neighbouring 

authorities in carbon reduction / carbon neutrality.

Waiting to see what CAT (Centre for Alternative Technology) delivers from 

the Collaboration Workshops.

Abid to e-mail Keele and Staffs CC for further information. Abid to give an update for the next meeting. There is a further online Workshop scheduled for 29 June 2021 to focus on 

the following:

1) What can you do next? And what needs to be in place to do this?

2) Where is support needed beyond this workshop?

3) How can the Councils continue to collaborate?

This Group is to consider these so that Simon (S) and Abid can feedback any 

comments to the Workshop.

The Workshop has been moved to 2 July 2021 and Simon (S) and Abid are 

attending and will feedback the comments from this Group.  

Simon (S) and Abid will then provide an update at the next meeting.

Simon (S) and Abid to provide an update at the next meeting. Simon (S) and Abid to provide an update at the next meeting.

31.   To engage with the Staffordshire Chamber of Commerce to understand 

the messages/guidance they are providing to the business sector on  CO2 

neutral energy tariffs;

2021/2022 Engage with Staffordshire Chamber of Commerce to understand their work 

with the Business sector on CO2 neutral energy tariffs.

Abid to e-mail Elaine Burgess to ask what the  LEP and Staffordshire 

Chamber of Commerce are doing.

Abid has spoken to Elaine Burgess and she will let him have some contact 

details.

Abid to give an update for the next meeting. Abid to give an update for the next meeting. Abid has sent an e-mail to the Chamber of Commerce and is currently 

awaiting a response.  Abid to chase up and report back to the next meeting.

Abid to provide an update at the next meeting. Abid to provide an update at the next meeting.

32.   To explore what local medium to large size private sector 

organisations are doing in relation to reducing carbon / becoming carbon 

neutral (examine any learning from the work being undertaken).

2021/2022 Engage with local medium to large size private sector organisations on their 

work in reducing carbon / becoming carbon neutral

Abid to e-mail Elaine Burgess about engaging stakeholders when we are in 

a position to do so.

Ongoing Ongoing Ongoing Ongoing. Ongoing. Ongoing.

Offset 33.   The Borough Council will undertake a feasibility study for a tree 

planting programme on sites around the borough, to facilitate carbon 

capture and greening. Consultation, detailed design and cost estimates 

are to be prepared in 2021 and implementation to commence in March 

2022. 

2021 Initial small scale tree planting scheme will be completed at Sandy Lane in 

March 2021 as a “launch” of the wider project. A list of potential tree 

planting sites is now being compiled for consultation.

Roger to report back to the next meeting on how this is progressing. The Council's Urban Forest Strategy Document is to be updated over the 

Summer with the aim to start the Cherry Tree planting in the Winter.

The Council's Urban Forest Strategy Document is currently being updated 

and should be finished by July 2021.  the first tranche of Cherry Tree 

planting will then be carried out over Winter.

The Council's Urban Forest Strategy Document is currently being updated 

and should be finished by July 2021.  the first tranche of Cherry Tree 

planting will then be carried out over Winter.

The second stage is due to commence in March 2022. Ongoing. Ongoing.

34.   The Borough Council is exploring the option of purchasing electricity 

and gas that is green tariff and assessing the financial implication of doing 

so and its likely carbon saving. 

2020 Based on the benchmark financial year 2019-20 data for NuLBC, in that if a 

decision was made by the Council to convert to a 100% Green Energy product 

via the CCS Framework (current framework provider) as of April 2021, the 

impact on both the Electricity & Gas portfolios would be:

NuLBC FY2021-22 Projected Costs:

NHH & HH Electricity – EDF Energy (April 2021 under RM6011) 

Annual kWh Usage: 1,460,000 kWh 

Annual Spend: £227,000 per annum 

Premium Green Uplift – 0.008p per kWh = £12k Uplift Per Annum

The Council’s Executive Management Team have agreed that the green 

energy tariff is accepted and that the Borough Council will do this in two 

phases – 

*   Phase One – the electricity tariff in 2021/22 and then

*   Phase Two – in 2022/23 the gas tariff.

Smith Bellerby have been asked to support this work and make enquires 

with CCS and respective energy suppliers as to the process in making this 

happen.

Simon (S) to e-mail Smith Bellerby to undertake the first stage. The first stage has now been signed off and is due to go live in May 2021.

The second stage will take place next year.

The first stage has now been signed off and is due to go live in May 2021.

The second stage will take place next year.

The second stage is due to commence in March 2022. Ongoing. Ongoing.

35.   To explore the feasibility of installing a 30kw array of solar thermal-PV 

hybrid at south facing roofs of NULBC central Depot. 

 Battery Solutions for the Depot. To store excess energy from the solar 

panels.

2021

2023

Initial study concluded. Further input ref ionisation solar charts/figures 

(Wrdll Armstrng data) passed early Feb 2021 to Council Officer to review 

(Eddison Attu supported by GT). Budget for scheme to then be established. 

£1200 underspend on 2020-21 solar/decarbonisation programme agreed to 

be used for Depot roof structural reports to assess capability of taking more 

solar panels/solar hybrid. Finalised reports to go as a Business Case to 

EMT/CACIRG during March 2021. 

This will be completed by 31 March 2021. Eddison is progressing this and Tenders should be received by April 2021.

Gordon is looking into this.

Update from Gordon 14.04.21/16.04.21:

We have now also let the Tender for extra solar PV on the Depot and  are 

moving on with the £24k 30kw extra solar PV array install (e-Tendering it). 

All generation will be consumed on site. We have worked with Netcontrol 

on the power monitorings pre-install and will continue to monitor post 

install.

This is currently out to tender and is due back 14.05.21.  Once the tenders 

come in an assessment will be done and then a decision will have to be 

made.

Batteries to store excess energy are to be included in the tender.

Tenders will be evaluated once they have been returned and the outcome 

will be reported to the next meeting.

This is currently on hold due to the potential Depot relocation. This is currently on hold due to the potential Depot relocation. This is currently on hold due to the potential Depot relocation.

36. Clough Hall Park Pavilion moving to an all-electric solution (from 

gas/LPHW system) under ATDF/Parks funding. 

2021 Update from Gordon 14.04.21:

This will involve the removal of  the gas supply [and associated supplies 

standing charges for gas] from that site. This scheme is on site and due to 

complete shortly. The downside with this site, is that the fabric of the 

Pavilion (external walls, roof, suspended timber floor) is aged, although we 

do have double glazed doors and windows.

The all electric solution has now been achieved and the gas supply needs 

to be cut off.

The all electric solution has now been achieved and the gas supply needs 

to be cut off.

37. Birchenwood Pavilion looking at low energy solutions. 2021 Update from Gordon 14.04.21:

Gordon and Brian have met with Kidsgrove Lads and Dads on site on 

09.04.21. We know the present gas boiler capacity and electrical supply 

capacity and Hopkins Coats are  exploring lower energy solutions for the 

pavilion at present. We will consider a Community Renewal Fund joint bid 

on this, if we can consider all aspects in time (by June), as the Club are keen 

for low energy solutions, as well as employing a groundsperson who can 

double as an FM expert trained in green aspects and they  want to explore 

rainwater harvesting on their leased site.

Gordon has a progress meeting on Friday 30.04.21 and will report back to 

the next meeting.

We have been working up an exemplar design for Birchenwood Pavilion, 

Kidsgrove (based partly on the all-electric solution for the revamp of Clough 

Hall Park pavilion). Again potentially all electric solution or combined with 

a Ground Source Heat Pump or an Air Source Heat Pump. The gas boiler has  

failed there and we need a new water heating and background heating 

solution in place by the start of the new football season late August 2021.

Ongoing. Ongoing. Ongoing.

38. Almshouses - these are 5 or so bungalows grouped close to each other 

in Mayer Ave. Newcastle and they are ideal for a domestic pilot/pathfinder 

looking at reducing energy spends.

2028 Update from Gordon 14.04.21:

Gordon has met with the Almhouses Trustees on 13.04.21 and they will 

work with us to progress new cladding/new windows, we are finding out the 

u-values of such at present via Homestyle, so we can see where we are 

headed with a joint Community Renewal Fund Grant application by June 

2028 for a pilot feasibility into the use of a mini heat network, heat 

pumps/heat exchanger in lieu of the traditional gas boilers in each 

property. The Trustees acknowledge gas is on its way out, but they still 

want to know what condition/life is left in the boilers as they had been told 

in the past by NULBC that the boilers were the best for each individual 

bungalow – and they may hold onto the gas boilers if the costs to upkeep 

them to 2028 stacks up (we have had 3 boilers fail on us in the last 2 yrs, 

necessitating total replacement).

The pilot at the Almshouses could include better safety measures for the 

occupants (heating controls linked to a Warden system and/or via Alexa 

[Amazon] homesmart).

The Trustees understand, that reducing energy spends is key per annum, 

and with new COP [Coefficient of Performance] systems, they also fully 

understand (with heat pumps etc.) that if the fabric of the bungalows is 

upgraded, for every 1Kw put in, they could get 3Kw of energy back, 

especially by using a centralised heat pump or heat exchanger. [and hence 

why you could reduce energy billings from [say] £900 per household per 

year, down to [say] £300-£400 per Year]. 

Gordon is currently collating data as part of the CRF Funding Application. Awaiting outcome of Community Renewal Fund (CRF) Bid which should be 

end July/August 2021.

Ongoing. Ongoing. Ongoing.

39. Community Renewal Fund (CRF) Bid for sustainable energy solutions. 2021 The Bid is currently being prepared. Gordon, Simon (S), Abid and Elaine  worked on putting in the UK Community 

Renewal Fund bid (we will hear by late July/August 2021). We have applied 

for Case Studies monies to undertake reviews into 34 sites, for replacing 

gas boilers. 5 of the sites are in conjunction with N-u-L Almshouses Trust on 

Mayer Ave. (presently individual boilers per each of the 5 bungalows).

The UK CRF also examined Street Lighting (replacing to LED) for our 380 or so 

fittings. We continue to consider whether to convert Midway multi-storey 

car park to LED (approx. 500 fittings at £180 per fitting and excluding any 

amends to electricity/MCBs/DBs etc) as an interim measure and in the 

hope we can lift and shift such fittings in the future.

Ongoing. Ongoing. Ongoing.

Recent decision made not to undertake a Joint Local Plan with the Stoke on 

Trent City Council, consultancy support now being re-examined flowing the 

decision to produce a Local Plane for Newcastle-under-Lyme (Head of 

Planning).

An outline business case has been submitted to Defra to secure funding for 

measures to tackle nitrogen dioxide pollution caused by road traffic, on part 

of the A53 Etruria Road.  Whilst this has no direct impact on reducing fossil 

fuel reliance, the measures will encourage wider transfer to sustainable 

travel modes and low emission vehicles, providing some degree of 

contribution to reductions in carbon emissions in the longer term. 

Pete Price is going to e-mail DEFRA where we are with the Project.  Abid to 

chase Pete to see where this is up to.

Currently awaiting a response from DEFRA. Darren to provide and update for the next meeting. Darren to provide and update for the next meeting. Darren/Nesta are currently awaiting a response from DEFRA - this should be 

coming through in December 2021.

Darren/Nesta are currently awaiting a response from DEFRA - this should be 

coming through in December 2021.

Darren/Nesta are currently awaiting a response from DEFRA - this should be coming through in December 2021.

 



 

40.  The Council has received a funding opportunity letter from The 

Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS)

2021 The funding is to support the proposed application launch of the 

Sustainable Warmth competition in June and Social Housing 

Decarbonisation Fund in the autumn, an ‘Expression of Interest’ form 

would need to be completed by midday on 18 June 2021.

BEIS will be hosting webinars to ensure local authorities have the 

opportunity to learn more about the detail of the schemes and the 

forthcoming competition and to ask questions regarding the funding and 

Abid has submitted an Expression of Interest and is currently awaiting a 

response.

Progress of this is to be monitored.

To be monitored. Update from Gordon 19.08.21:

Gordon has received information from Rhe-energise as follows:

The UK government’s Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) has launched a call for evidence to gather information and 

analysis on long-duration energy storage technologies and the role they could play in the UK’s energy system. RheEnergise will be submitting a 

response to the consultation.

 


